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The Study of Nctabol:Lc Compartmentalization 

V. i'lOSCS Al-!D K, K. J..ONBI:R8-I-IOLI-l 11 

Bio-Or.g.:mic Chemistry Group, La~>n·enc·~ RaC.iation Laboratory, University· of 

California, Berkeley, Ca~ifornia 

The concept of·metabolic compartmentalization is defined, and a num-

ber of possible experimontal approachc.::s for the study of this phenomenon 

t:U''8 considered. 11ost of these are rejected a::> currently presenting in-

superable technical difficulties. However, a behu.v iourintic approach 

appears promising Hhich is cupable of providing information on the na-

turt: and degree of compartmentalization but not on the intracellular 

' localization of particular compartments, 

The method is essentially to investieate the metabolic behaviour of 

a compound as a function of the way in \<lhich it came to ~~xist within the 

cell. Thus, a particular compound might br: produced from one of a number 

of chemical sources and in this vJay may conceivably be located in one of 

a. nurnb<i!r of different coexisting compartrJ,.a&:.:s. fllternatively, the compound 

may be t:1ken preformed into the cell from the envli:'onrnent and this may 

facilitate its entry into yet another compartment. A varying pattern of 

m<::t<Ibolism correlated vdth the mode of formation or entry of the sub-

stance is then taken as an indication of compartmental separation. The 

method assumes that the routes of metabolism ( L e., the sequences of 

metabolic intermediates) are und~rstood, so that co;npartmental duta. may 

be interpreted on the basis of known pathways • 

,·: Present address: Central. Ree:;earch Department • Du Pont Experimental 

Station 0 Hilmington ~. Delaw<1rc 
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Important technical problems relating to a study of this sort 

arc of t\-lO main types: (!!,.) the constancy of metabolic activity of the 

system must be adequately controlled, (~) the large experimental 

scale on 'flhich it is desirable to operate 1 resulting also in very many 

analyticul manipulations, requires the development of mechanicalaids 
•, 

to experimentation. The fii·st class of difficulties are discussed her·e; 

the dcta.ils of the mechanical devices have been considered elseHhere. 

A preliminary experiment on these lines has been performed with 

mouse ascites tumour cells, dealin3 Hith the area of carbohydrate meta-

bolism, in glycolysis, Some of these results are reported as being 

indicative of the type of data which may be obtained, and a provisional 

interpretation of the data has been made. 

It is currently \olell recognized that <1 living cell is an exceedingly 

complex system containing a diverse multiplicity of structural components 

which are nonetheless extremely Hell intc .. ~ratcd to produce a chemically 

and biologically efficient unit.. Just hOvl Hide the ranee Of these differ-

ent subcellular units of cell anatomy is has been amply demonstrated in 

ri:lccnt years by fractionation and electron microscope studies, 

It vmuld seem very reasonable that the large amount of subcellular 

structural features might be correlated with a corresponding degree.of 

metabolic diff~rentiation ,, The metabolic counterparts of the structural • 

differentiation might be of at least two sortG: (a) certain of the cell's 

biochemical activities are restricted entirely to one type of subcellular 

structure; and (b) so:ne biochemical .activities might be found simultaneously 
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in different structures, \-:hich arer hoHever 0 separately modulated. The 

intermcdiEites in the seva:al sequence.s might not be in equilibrium td th one 

ano·thor because of such t~estr:ictive features as the relative impermeability 

of membranes bounding the different locations, or the organization of the 

enzymes of the sequencBs <.ls surface Stl.,.l.lCto.J.l:•al units which do not release 

int~;rmediary metabolite molecules between one catalytic step and the next.· 

~~hen we look at H m~p of metabolic activity we notice that many met'-1-

bolic sequences demonstrate branching. The extent of branching ponsp.>ilitics 

in any individual metabolic environment might, hovmV\1' ~ be much more liu1ited 

than one t~ould expect from the metabolic raap, ~:hich represents the composite 

activity of all the individual portions of the cell. For clarity~ let us 

consider a specific example. Glycolysis concerns a number of chemical 

reactions starting with glucose and producing pyruvic acid. Several meta

bolic roles are avail<lble to pyruvate. It may be reduced to lactate e or 

transaminated to alanine. In some instances it may be decarboxylated to 

acetaldehyde, oxidatively decarboxylated to acetate (or acetyl-coenzyme A), 

or carboxylated to oxalacetate. Two or more of these metabolic fates might 

be suffered simultaneously by PYl'uvat.;~ in thl'! same or(!anism. Ue can then 

ask thG very important question: do all metabolic possibilities occur 

a.t the same time at every location within the cell and to the same extent? 

That is, does a molecule of pyruvic acid have the same probability of be-

ing converted to any one of itG products regardless of where it is gen-

crated within the cell? Ii' the anmo~er is no 0 by reason of the differing 

chemical or physical environments at the various sites, then the cell can 

be said to be metabolically compartmentalized. !•lore specifically, if gly

colysis occurs semi-ind8pendently in a numper of environments 0 one of ~-Jhich 

might contain lactic dehydr,1genase but H ttle or no transaminase 6 while 
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another contains transaminase but little or no lactic dehydrogenase, 

then the cell is glycolytically compartmentalized. 

A study of metabolic compartmentaliz,ation has been made in a fairly 

small number of instances where it has been possible to take advantage of 

some special characteristic of the biological system; these have recently 

been revieHed (i'1oses P 1965). No attempts have been made, as far as \-Je 

a.r-e a· .. wre, to study the degree of ,involvement of compartmentalization 

over a wide area of metabolism in one cell type 9 although this 1wuld be 

of great interest to those concerned with the interrelations of metabolism 

\-tith structure. He have therefore considered ways in which metabolic com-

partmentalizv.tion might be tested for~ and have performed some experimental 

studies with the approach 'which, in our opinion, off~~red the ~rcatest pro-

mise of success • 

.Basically, the approaches we t-1ill discuso may be divided into t1v0 

groups: those requir.hg cell fractionatl;.;r, .:.nd those involving study of 

the behaviour of living cells. Techniques based on fractionation may be 

carried out either by flrst fractionatinG the cell and investigating the 

metabolic activities of individual fractions D and of combinations of frac-

tionst or by feeding the intact cell with labelled cubstrates and later 

carrying out the fractionation and investication of the chemical.nature 

of the labelled reaction products. 

Subcellular fractionation conventionally involves a breaking of the 

. cell followed by separ<ltion of different intracellular inclusions by 

differential centrifugation.. It is likely that this procedure l-'iould re
u. 

sult in unequal destrLction of the metabolic potentialities of the sub-

units or isolated f!'actions. Alternatively removal of the subunits from 

their normal locations m:tght release inhibitory factors, thus promoting 

enhancement of metabolism, and this • ·too 0 would not be expected to favour 

• 

r-

• 
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all metabolic r-_eactions equally. These objections to the use of fractionated 

subunits are the more serious because we usually cannot measure their in 

vivo activity and so are unable to assess the extent of alteration during 

fractionation. There are also the additional quantitative difficulties 

that (~) not all of the subcellular structures can be assigned to a parti

cular fraction and {_£) it is not possible to purify most cell co:r.ponents 

fre•a from other contaminants. These difficulties seem insuperable 0 and 

He are led to consider other approaches. 

It night be possible to permit the metabolic events to go on in 

the intact cell and then carry out the analytical procedures, including 

fractionation, after the period of metabolism. In this way the subunits 

HOuld operate under natural conditions and the fractionation procedure would 

be performed only after their inactivation. An experiment of this sort might 

be performed by supplying the cell with a labelled substrate, preferably a 

volatile one, and allowing metabolism to p~oceed for a period under stan

dard conditions. Samples ltiOUld be removed at appropriate intervals, the 

re.;tctions stopped· by rapid cooling to liquid nitrogen temperature, and the 

water and substrate removed by lyophilization (hence the advantage of a 

volatile substrate). In order. to prevent displacement of labelled '"ater

soluble intermediates from their true lni;:~:'ciiCellular positions, all frac

ti<;'pation would need to be performed in non-polaz• solvents. Such non-polar 

separations are not unknown for certain types of subcellular particles 

(Stockingt 1959; Heber •1&d Hillenbrink, 1961+), Radi~chernical analysis of 

each fraction would then demonstrute the locus or loci of each metabollc 

intermediafe. Unfortunately it soon became apparent:)./ experimentally that 

the conditions of criteria (a) and (b) above (that not only must the 
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fra(~ions be pure, but all the cell material must be accounted for) could 

not be met. · Attempts to separate in non-polar solvents only the chloro-

plasts, mitochondria and ''soluble" cytoplasm from Elodea canadiensis 

and from spinach leaves were entirely un~uccessful (V. Moses and J. Biggins, 

unpuhlishcd). Although mitochondria could be observed in the whole cells 

under the phase microscope, they are present in comparatively small amounts 

and could not be found at all after a non-polar fractionation. Presumably 

they were. adsorbed • together with the "soluble" fraction, onto the much 

larger bulk of chloroplasts, or onto cell wall mat'erial or other debris. 

Following this failure of non-polar separations we abandoned all attempts 

to ·study compartmentalization by the fractionation techniques. 

The next possibility considered involved the use of cellular radio

autography •. The idea behind this method \<tas to investigate simuJ..taneous-

ly during metabolism the nature of the compounds containing radioactive 

"' atoms and the position of radioactive material inside the cell as observed 

by direct radioautography. The object of the experiment would be to re-

late different stages in the biochemical reaction schemes \tlth the appear-

ance of radioactivity in different parts of the cell. 

The experimental arranf~ement would ba to feed a volatile radioactive 

substrate to a cell suspension and at suitable intervals of time remove 

samples for radiochemical analysis of the intermediates, and for radio-

autography. Samples for the latter purpose misht be sprayed directly 

onto deeply chilled microscope slides and the cells lyophilized there. 

It would then be necessary to. place the tissue in contact with a photo-

·graphic emulsion without the intervention of a liquid so as to prevent 

any displacement of labelled compounds inside the cell. Later, the lo

cation of radioactivity in the.praparation. determined by radioautography 
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would be correlated with structural features observed directly under the 

microscope. 

A main disadvantage with thisapproach is the difficulty of using it 

with 14c-labelled substrates. The comparatively high e~ergy of the s.!..particle 

emitted.from this nuclide would result in an area of film blackening from 

each focus of radioactivity too large to permit exact definition at the 

site of origin of the radioactive emissions. Studies of this sort would 

be much easier to perform with 3H-labelled substrates from the location 

point of view 0 but then difficulties arise from exchange reactions betHeen 

3H released from the substrate by metabolic processes and exchangeable hy-

drogen atoms in other substances (Hoses ;.&(1 Calvin, 1959). 

Because of its disadvantages this method, like the fractionation tech-

niques, was not pursued further. 

The behaviouristic approach, while not providing any information of 

the actual physical locations of different\ 'reservoirs, permits a study to 

be made of the number, extent and interrelations of different compartments.· 

This.rnethod depends on investigating the metabolic behaviour of a number 

of different metabolites as a function of their biochemical route of for-

mation or of their mode of entry into the cell. Let us consider a hypo-

thetical reaction sequenc~ (Fig. l), starti:ng with substance ~and pro

ceeding via sevanl intermediates to E. . Let E represent a metabolic branch 

point with possible further metabolism to F 1 G or H. In the first instance - ... ....~ 

we might consider the consequence$ of there existing in the cell only one 
\ ......... • 

type of compartmental location for this ~~uction sequence. In other words, 

all replicates of the sequence are equivalent to one another, and will all 

behave in the same· ~tay because the chemical and physical environm.ent of each 
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individual sequence is identical. I~ follows. then, in consideration of 
. . 

the metabolism of compound ! in this sequence that the final products are 

the same if ! is made in the pathHay from fl• or if ! enters the pathway di

rectly from outside. Either way, the same final proportion Of the producto 

I.• 2., and.!:!_ should be formed (Fig. 1). However, it could be argued that 

supplying ~as a substrate for the pathway is not the same as supplying ~· 

and this might cause a rearrangement in the yields of the products. This 

objection can be overcome if we set up experimentally two parallel reactions, 

identical in every chemical respect.and differin~ only in that in one reac-

tion A is labelled and! unlabelled, while in the other A is not labelled 

and 8 is radioactive. Thus, by investigating the distribution of label in 

£, ~ and H in the two cases, one may compare the fate of B when it is de-

rived from A and when it enters the sequence from some external source. 

If there are two compartmental situations in which the reaction occurs 
,. 

we may have a situation like that illustrated in Fig. 2. Here we suppose 

that although qualitatively the same products (!_, ~ and .!:!,) are produced in 

each sequence, there are quantitative differences in the proportions of the 

products in the two compartments. However, it may be the case that both A 

and B enter each co1npartment with equal ease, as shown in Fig. 2, and both 

contribute in a J.ike manner to the products.· We ~l then fail to observe 

the presence of the two compartments 1 not because they .do not exist, but 

because we have chosen the wrong pair of test substances. In this example 

it might be necessary to compare A and C or A and D in order to distinguish 

between the two compartments. 

Granted that two compartments do coexist it seems likely that fl 

and B would not enter each compartment with equa~ facility. Then, as in 

Fig. 3, external! might enter the upper pathway rather than the lower one. 

1"_, 

'-.I 
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while .! might be predominantly incorporated into the lower sequence, If it 

were further true that the proportions of products F, G and It WJre not - - - . 

identical in the two compartments, \le would observe that the proportion 

of !:_, ~ and !!, made from 'B which \vas in turn derived from f! ·;(upper path

way of Fig. 3) was different from the proportion of the products produced 

from ~ originating in some way other than from f:. ( lot..'er path~-:ay of Fig. 3). 

This may be restated in the following form: the metabolic behaviour of 

2., depends on its route of formation or mode of entry; therefore there must 

be non-equilibrating reservoirs of ! subject to different metabolic fates, 

i.e. ! may exist in more than one metabolic compartment. fig. 4 illustrates 

an extreme ·case of the situation shown in Fig. 3. Here. it is supposed that 

the upper pathway, in "'hich l3 arises from f:_, produces r!:. and Jh but no £• 

The lower sequence • in Hhich B enters from some source other than f!, pro-

duces G and H • but no r •. In this case the behavioural difference·: be-- -
t":ecn upper compartment ,! and lo\-Jer cc:.lp<.ii;·tiuent ! is unequivocal. 

Orae of the essential requirements for the successful performance of 

such a study is tryat the cells must be in a steady metabolic stute t"hieh 

does not alter when the labelled substrates are added but rcmains'constant 

throughout the whole course of the experinient. The difficultie5 arising 

as a consequence of this requirement will be discussed later. 

When one embarks on studies of this sort one cannot predict which 

will be the most appropriate ~ubstancet to demonstrate existing compart-

mentalization. Nor, in the dynamic system of the living cell exhibiting 

complex biochemical reaction kinetics • is it easy to forecast which would 

be the most suitable time to observe to the best advantage such~mpartmental 
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separations which may be present. One is therefore forced to design experi-

ments in which many substrates are investigated simultaneously, and many 

samples for analysis, encompassing a long period of time. are taken from 

each reaction vessel. 

Host cells 1 particularly free-living. protbta, discriminate to a 

greater. or lesser extent against the entry of substances into the cell 

from the external medium, This has 1to be borne in mind when designing 

compartmentalization experiments. In a comprehensive experiment along 

these lines which we report briefly below we employed Ehrlich ascites 

tumour cells from mice on the grounds that cells living in the more or 

less friendly environment of a host body would be less discriminating 

than those found in the much more hostile environment of the free-living 

forms. It has subsequently been found, hoHever, that free-living forms, 
. \ 

at least as represented by·the bacterium Escherichia coli, are suffi----------------
ciently pe1•meable to permit the entry of a considerable number of 

metabolic intennediates (V. Moses, unpublished). Since the preparation 

of a homogeneous suspension of E.coli is much simpler than one of tumour --
cells • and much less' damage is likely to result from manipulation, ~:e 

\o~ould favour the use of such simple organisms· where possible. 

If·one is.to study the effects of several substrates simultan~ously 

in order to cover a wide area. of metabolism, it is necessary to set up a 

number of reaction vessels equal to the numLer of substrates to be test-

ed. Each reaction vessel contains all the substrates and is in every 

che:nical way identical with all the others. The only difference between 

the different vessels is that a different one of the substrates is labelled 

.in each case.· It was desired that samples be taken at times ranging from 

•. 
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a few seconds until about 45 minutes. This made it unsatisfactory to per-

form each of,1 say, six incubations :.>equentially because then the last in

cubation would not be finished until three hours after the first had start-
the • 

ed, at which time/cell population would be appreciubly ·altered frpm the· 

initial '~tate. For this r<.'!ason the experimental vessels t-rere incubated 

simultaneously. 

Briefly, then, the experimental arrangement in the experiment we· 

have performed was as follows: It was decided to study .the area of 

glycolysis and pentose phosphate cycle metabolism in ascites tumour 

cells. Six substrates were employed, in six parallel reaction vessels: 

glucose, fructose, glucose-6-phosphate, 6-phosphogluconic acid, 3-phos-

· phoglyceric acid and L-lactic acid. v/hen employed as radioactive sub-

strates theae were all uniformly labelled. The six reaction vessels 

formed part of asampling machine. A mixture of the six substrates was 

simultaneously added to each of the reaction vessels by a mechanical sy-

ringe injection assembly. A sample of each reaction mixture was taken 

simultaneou:ly <at desired intervals and each sample 1~as automatically 

mixed with sufficient ethanol to stop metabolism and kill the cells. The 

sampling device. is described elsewhere (Moses , •&,; Lonberg•Holm, 1964·). 

Fifteen samples were taken from each reaction vessel at intervals 

ranging from 3 seconds to 45 minutes after addition of the substrates. , 

Analysis of the ethanolic suspensions of dead cells was carried out by 

two-dimensional paper chromatography (reviewed by Hoses» 1960, and modi-

· .fied by Crowley, Moses ··;&:; Ullrich, 1963). !1easurement of the radicacti-

vity in each of.the compounds formed in. each sample \vas carried out by 

first locating the positions of the radioactive areas on each chromato-· 
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gram by radioautography and then exc1sing the spots and couting them in 

·.a semi-automatic instrument designed for this purpose O·loses & Lonberg-

Holm, 1963). From a knowledge of the specific radioactivity of each sub-

strate compound and the number of carbon atoms in the product molecules 

., ' 
it was possible to calculate the number of llmoles of each product pro-

duced from each substrate for a standard quantity of cell at each time 

interval analyzed. Compartmental diffe·.'ences were then sought by com-

paring the ratios between the yields of pairs of product substances 

starting from each of the different labelled substrates. 

It is not intended to present a full di~cussion of the results in 

this paper, but mention of a few of them might serve to illustrate the 

sort of·data which may be obtained. Of the six substratesused. the 

metabolism of 6-phosphogluconic acid was ~o slow that it will be ex-

eluded from this discussion. It ~ias observed that all the substrates 

(except lactate) .,terc predominantly metabolized via glycolysis to pyru-

vate with some evidence for pentose phosphate cycle activity. Pyruvate 

was metaboliz.ed to lactate, alanine and further into the tricarboxylic 

acid cycle. Thus, in the hypothetical scheme of Eig. 1 1 we may equate ~ 

with glucose, !_ wl th glucose-:6-phosphate, .£• with fructose-6-phosphatc 

(a product also of the free fructose used as one of the substrates), D 

with 3-phosphoglyceric acid, E. with pyruvate, !_with lactate, G with 

alanine and H with tho tricarboxylic acid cycle• 

In the expenment glucose was utilized about 300 times faster than 

fructose; both were metabolized mostly via glycolysis. Yet there was 

more citric acid produced from fructose than from glucose during the 

first 2 minutes of the experiment (Table l) • suggesting that glucose 

·-
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carbon and fructose carbon are metabolized separately. This vie'"' is fur

ther substantiated if we compare the ratios of lactate to citrate·(Table 

2), citrate to malate (Table 3), citrate to glutamate (Table 4), and lac

tate to alanine (Table 5), all of which indicate non-equilibration of 

f.!lucose and fructose carbon at the end of glycolysis and in the citric 

acid cycle. Hot-lever, a comparison of fructose monophosphate and uridine

diphosphoglucose (Table tl) suggests thatlate in the experi1?ent (from 15 

minutes) glucose and fructose carbon might mix. Tbat fruct..,sc carbon does 

not mix with the other substrates can also be seen by the ratios of pro

ducts produced compared with ratios from the other substrates: glucose-

6-phosphate (Tables 2 1 3 and 6); 3-phosphoglycerate (Tables 2,5, and 7); 

and L-lactate (Tables 3 and 4). 

More surprisingly, glucose-6-phosphate fed from the medium does not 

behave in the same way as glucose-6.ophosp!'late derived from external glu

cose. Thus, the product ratios obtained from these two substrates demon

strate compartmental separation (Tables 3,5, and 6, and to a lesser ex

tent Tables 2 and 7). Glucose-6-phosphate metab~lism is also distinct from 

that of 3-phosphoglycerate (Tables 5 and 7) and L-lactate (Table 3). 

Phosphoglyceric acid metabolism is separate from the metabolism of both 

glucose (Tables 2, 5, and 7) and lactate. The only coincidence of com

partmentalization suggested by this experiment is bet~teen glucose and 

lactate (Tables 3 and 4). This means that the relatively enormous quan

tities of l~ctate produced from glucose equilibrate with lactate in the 

medium, while the much smaller amounts formed from glucose-6-phosphate, 

fructose and phosphoglyceric acid equilibrate neither with each other 
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nor with lactate in the medium. A sutnmary of·. these conclusions, together 

with some others based on evidence not presented here, is shown in Fig. 5. 

The greatest technical difficulty in the type of experiment discussed 

here is the maintenance of a steady state of metabolism. More specifically, 

the problem is of two sorts: actually obtaining the biological material 

in a state of steady metabolism (and keeping it there), and not changing 
. 

this steady state \.zhen the substrates are added. It is in any event not 

easy to define an overall steady metabolic- state in a slo;-1-growing cell 

derived from an animal or plant. One is much more confident of doing so 

with a micro-or!:.anism which can be shown to maintain a <"Instant rate of 

doubling, for instance, for several generations. Even more certainty is 

provided by the use of a chemostat or similar device, but such methods 

are really only applicable to unicellulax• micro-organisms together, per-

haps 1 with some simple colonial or filurJ.:.ntws forms. This is a problem 

which must be individually resolvect''in each case. 

A problem which was not resolved in the experiment reported in this 

pa?er involves the requirement that the addition of the substrates must 

also not alter the steady sate. If the addition of substrates should re-

sult in the "setting off" of a pattern of sequential metabolic transient 

states. then the results of the experiment ~ight reflect the shifting pool 

sizes and sequential uptake of differing substrates. The substrates, un-

labelled, must therefore also be present before the experiment is started, 

and the addition of .the mixed substrates·; includin~ the_ labelled one • 

must not cause significant alteration of their concentrations. Nor must 

the degree of utilization of any of the substrates during the perlPd of 

the experiment be great enough to effect a serious concentration change. 

•• 

... 
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The problem presented by these requirements is that the vast dilution of 
the 

the specific activity of the lab~lled substrate lowars/numbcr,of counts 

later available in the analysis and hence the accuracy of the radioactivity 

measurement to an unusable level. This is particularly true when the analysis 

is made by two-dimensional paper chromatography where there is a very lo1v 
fr 

limit for the total quantity of cell suspension spotted onto one chroma-

togram; other methods of analysis are not sufficiently convenient to be 

used in large scale experiments. 

In the experiment briefly reported in this communication we did not 

in fact take adequate precautions to maintain a steady metabolic state. 

In order to .maximize the uptake of substrates the cells were first sus-

pended in substrate-free buffer, and only at the start of the experimental 

incubation period were the substrates added. This should have caused 

'bi:'lnslents in the concentrations of the glycolytic intermediates (Lonberg-
.; 

Holm, 1959, 1962) rendemg some of the data equivocal. For this reason we. 

have presented these results only as being indicative of the sort of data 

which might be obtained and the type of conclusions which can be drawn 

from them. 

The last of the essential criteria to be met.in these experiments 

is that the cell population must be homogeneous. If it is not, one can-

not know if two compartments coexist in one cell type or are present in 

two different cells. Obviously, it is much easier to obtain a homogeneous 

ic It wou~d be prohibitively difficult at this stage to cons~ruct a 

machine which would not .only sample the cell suspension and kill the 

cells but also would first separate the cells from the medium rapidly 

enough so as not to distort the intracel!ul.;.l~D'IJBtabolic pattern. 
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population with a pure bacterial culture than with a cell type extracted 

frcm a higher organ~~m, and this represents one,of the strongest technical 

arguments in favour of performin;.t these experiments tdth m!cro-org13nhms. · 

It is apparent that the beha.vlour,al inform.:::tien !rrhieh may b~ oht;,iined 

by the!Ze simultencou::;:: multi•·substi'ate studie5 gives no clue to the struc-

tural nature of intracellular localization • but with th~ kno~:ledge of the 

existence of a particular compartmental organization ~ more intelligent 

search can be made for structural correlations. 

This work was sponsored in part by the u.s. Atomic Energy Commission. 

The authors wish to acknowledge the invaluable technical assistance of 

Miss Julia J. Chang. 
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Captions for Figures 

• Fig. 1 A non-compartmentalized situation in which added A or n 
. · are both metabolized in the same series of reservoirs • 

~behaves similarly ·whethar d;3r.ived from A or from out-

side the pathway. 

Fig. 2 A compartmentalized situation in which added -A and B 

behave similarly in both series of reservoirs. These 

cannot then be distinguished by tha usG of A and B. 

Fig. 3 A compartmentalized system in which added A does not enter 

the same compartment as added n. .It may be possible to . 

distinguish these if they differ during subsequent meta-

bolism as B derived from A does behave differently from 

D added externally. 

Fig. 4 The extreme-, case of the compartmentalization shown in 
I 

Fig, 3, The compartment entered by ~ forms !) that .ent<~red 

by ! forms G.. It is therafot'o easy to distinguish them. 

fig. 5 A summary of the compartmentalization tentatively proposed 

for ascites tumour cells. 

I .. 
I ·•' 
I 

I 
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TABLE l 

14c in citrate (m~moles/ml of wet-packed cells). The reaction mixture 

contained the following in 2.025 ml of sodium phosphate-Locke's solution: 

0,172 ml of wet-packed cells\ f;lucose, 0.300 }Jmoles; fructose, 0.288 

vmoles; r,lucose-6-phosphate, 0.337 11moles; 6-phosphogluconato• 0.159 

llmoles; 3-phosphoglycera te, 0. 063 ).lmoles i L-lactate, 0. 718 tJmoles. 

Incubation was at 30,5° in air. 
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TABLE 2 

14c in 14 lactate/ C in citrate 

-;, 

Seconds Glucose Fructose G-6-P 3-PGA 

3 inf 0 inf 

7 435 0 inf 

10 472 0 inf in.!' 

15 685 0.39 inf inf 

20. 695 0.70 inf inf 

30 855 1.2 inf inf 

45 959 2.1 inf inf 

60 941 3.1 inf inf 

90 1056 6.1 inf inf 
( 

120 990 9.4 inf inf 

180 910 20 inf inf 

450 82.5 34 inf 9.9 

900 543 54 inf. ll 

1800 367 114 inf 14 

2700 283 777 inf 25 
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TABLE 3 

14c in citrate/14c in malate 
, . .,:-.. 

Seconds Glucose fructose. G-6-P L<Jctate 

3 0 0.26 0 0 

7 o.oa 1.6 o. o.oa 

lO 0.11 2,0 0 0,13 

15 0.10 2.3 0 0.19 

20 0,12 . 2.4 0 0.23 

30 0,12 2.5 0 0.29 

:.~ ~~\ GS 0.17 2.5 0 0.35 

eo 0.24 2.5 0 0.41 
-( 

90 0.32 2.3 0 0.51 

120 0.42 2.1 0, o.so 

180 0.54 1.9 0 o. 77 

450 0,83 1.4 0 1.5 

900 1.4 0.97 0 1.8 

!BOO 2.2 0.47 0 1.4 

2700 3.0 0.11 1.2 

' 
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TABr,E 4 

14 . 14 
C in c~trate/ C in glutamate .. 

I 
I.· 

I • Seconds Glucose Fructose Lactate 

3 0 inf 

7 0.18 inf 0,21 

10 0.22 inf 0,30 

15 0,21 inf 0,41 

20 0,22 inf o.so 

30 0,20 inf 0,60 

45 0,21 inf 0,64 

60 0.22 inf 0.59 
( 

90 0,21 inf 0.53 

120 0,22 inf 0,44 

180 0,22 inf 0,35 

450 0,19 inf 0.29 

900. 0.21 inf 0,19 

1800 0,21 inf 0,08 

2700 inf inf 0.04 
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TABLE 5 

l 4c in lactate/14c in alanine. 

' 
. . 

.. 
Seconds Glucose fructose G-6•P 3-PGA 

3 . B.$ .. - inf 0 

1 41 ..... inf 0 

10 42 inf 3.4 

15 47 inf inf 5.9 

->n '+5 lnf inf 6.1 ..... 
30 46 inf inf 4,7 

45 47 inf 1 inf 2,8 
\... 

60 46- inf inf l.B 

90 49 inf lnf 1.1 

120 47 lnf :lnf (1,85 

1130 41 inf' inf 0.95 

450 30 15 6.9 0· .. 99 

900 23 12 . s.o 4~8 

1800 16 12 13 18 ' 

2700 14 12 214 37 
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TABLE 6 

14 14 · c in fructose rnonophosphato/ . C ln -.uriclincdiphosphoglucose 

Seconds Glucogc Fructose 
. > 

3 7.2 .o 

7 3. 9. inf 0 

10 2.9 inf 2.3 

15 .2.0 inf 2.9 

20 1.5 inf 4.3 

30 )..O lnf 6.9 

45 0.71. 9.0 2._6 .. 
60 0.62 6.9 20 

90 0.5 1-l t;. 7 20 

'120 o. so.· 3.7 15 

180 0. !~6 _2.4. 13 

450 0.43 0.81 'll .. 

900 . 0~51 o.ss 9.9 

1800 0.71 0.52 !G 

2700 :l.l 0._56 inf -,_ 

II-
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TP.BT ... r-: 7 

1~c -in lactatct14c in phosphoenolr.wruvate 

Seconds Glucose Fructose 3-PGJ\ 

3 28 inf 

7 163 inf 

10 213 inf · inf 

15 . ~06 inf inf 30 

20 371 inf inf 13 

30 541 inf inf 6.3 . 

45 773. inf inf 2.7 

60 991 inf inf 1.5 

90 1655 'inf inf t\ ., o.sn 

120 3111 inf inf 0.62 

180 inf inf inf o. 68 

450 inf inf inf 0.91 

900 inf inf 39 0.87 

1800 inf inf 19 0.86 

2700 · inf inf 113 0.73 

• 
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APPENDIX 

ON ·INTERPRETING COMPARTMENTALIZATION EXPERIMENTS 

Mark w. Horovitz and Grove C. Nooney 

Mathematics and Computing Group 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 
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Introduction · 

In the preceding main text, Moses and Lonb~rg-Hohn describe a 
. . 

methodology for experiments to determine metabolic compartmentalization. 

Although they show experimental results and draw conclusions from one such 
' . . . 

experiment, those authors only hint at their methods for analyzing the experi-

mental data. It is clear, however, that those methods are predominately 

qualitative. This Appendix outlines a methodology for the quantitative anal-

lysis of this and similar experiments. The methods we describe are appli-

cations of common techniques in the analysis of tracer kinetics, and we review 

them partly to display the novel context of metabolic compartmentalization, 

partly to emphasize experimental a~d analytical difficulties in 1this context, 

and partly to suggest the failure of certain plausible qualitative considerations. 

Definitions and Assumptions 

We shall continue use of the term compartment in the structural sense 

of Moses and Lonberg-Holm, and we shall regard the experiment they describe 

as consisting of several distinct parallel subexperiments or sections, each of 

which involves the introduction of a single labeled substance. Let us include 

an extracellular compartment of substrate, so that all label is introduced 

directly into a compartment. We suppose the metabolic system to behave 

identically. in each 'section; we let s. . denote the sub stance i in compartment 
' l' J 

j; and we define for/all sections two fun~tions: U .. (t) is the amount of 
l, J 

unlabeled S ... at time t, and the transfer rate . R .. ·k 0 (t) is the instanta-
1, J . l, J' "'" 

neous rate at time; t of direct conversion of S. . into Sk , . By direct ' l,J ,A-

conversion we me,an conversion involving no intermediate substance of present 

interest. For a S{>ecific section we define X. . (t) to be the amount of label 
l• J 

on S. i. at time t divided by the number· A. . ,_of tracer atoms in each labeled 
l. J l, J 
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molecule of S. · .. Measurements in the experiment described yield values for 
l.J. 

X. (t) = !: A. . X. . (t) for. certain i, · the: sum extending over all compartments 
l l,J l»J . 

j. The R .. ·k J. (t) are assumed to depepd on t only through their dependence 
l,J' • ! 

on all U .. (t).i We further assume the label on each substance in each com-
. 11 J ' I 

. ' 

partment to be homogeneously distributed there. 

The Kinetic Equations 

With the foregoing definitions and assumptions, we may write the system 

of ordinary differential equations (e. g., Sheppard, 1962) 

d X. . (t) 
l.,J 

dt = L [Rk 1 . . . ( t) xk 1 ( t) - R:· ... k 1 ( t > x. · . ( t)] , 
k,J. • ,l,J ' ' l;J, • l,J 

(1) 

where· i and k range over the number· of substances and j and J. range over 

the number of cqmpartments. These equations are satisfied also by the functions 

U. . (t) and are valid for every section... These equations account for intracel7' 
l,J . ' 

lular metabolism as well as for ingestion of substrate,. excretion or leakage 

from cells into the surrounding substrate, and leakage from one compartment 

into another. Ingestion and leakage are ~ignaled by nonzero transfer rates of 

the. form R. . . k' Initial conditions for the X. . (t) are provided by the 
l,J;l, . l,J . 

·experimental mode of tracer introduction: If the introduction occurs at t = 0, 

then all Xi,j{O) are known (in fact, only one of them is not zero). Thus the 

solutions of the differential equations (1) for different initial conditions yield 

the tracer distributions for different sections. Various compartmentalization 

hypotheses are reflected in equations: {1).. 9y:.the .;ra~ge of .subscripts d ~and .:J. 

and in the specification of certain R. . ·k f.. 
1' J' • 

. In general, the transfer rates appearing in equations (1) are not.kno-JJn. 

Even for metaboli
1
c pathways which are well unde:J;"stood, only rough estimates 

of the nonzero transfer rates canbe giveh. In ord~r to solve equations (1) 

with given initial donditions, it is therefore necessary for one to determine 
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or approximate the transfer rates on the basis of measurements from the experi-

ment. The difficulty of such determination and the necessity of solving equa

tions (1) are greatly influenced by the existence of steady states. 

Steady States 

A steady state of the unlabeled system or of the tracer system is a situ-

ation in which is constant each U .. (t) or each X .. (t), resp_ectively. If both 
. . . l, J . l,. J 

systems are in steady states, then the ·.x .. are proportional to the U ... 
. l,,J l, J 

For the left-hand sides of equations (1) are then zero, and we obtain the same 

system of linear, homogeneous algebraic equations for the steady-state values 

X .. as for the steady-state values U. .. Thus if tracer is introduced into 
l,J l,J 

the separate compartments 1 and 2 in experimental sections 1 and 2, we have, 

wri_ting y for X in section 2, 

Ak, 1 xi X. 1 u. 1 
= l, l, 

(Section 1) 
Ai, 1_ xk xk, 1 - uk, 1 

Ak,2 Y. Y. 2 u. 2 
i l l, . J:" ' (Section 2) 

Ai, 2 yk 
= 

Yk, 2 
:;:.·u-··· 

k,2 

for- each pair of labeled substances in the same metabolic pathway. Of course, 

·if there is transfer, even by diffusion, from one compartment to the other, then 

However, inequality of those ratios clearly indicates compartmentalization. In 

principle, then.;.~n experiment to determine the existence of compartmentalization 

with both systems in steady states requires only four measurements .. 

If the unlabeled system is in a steady state, then each R .. ·k n is 
l, J' , 7.. 

constant, and the, differential equations (1) have constant coefficients. Methods 
\~,: 

are available (Bertnan, Shahn &. Weiss, 1962; Davidon, 1959) by which to 
i 

deter.mine these cdnstants in. order that the resulting solutions X .. (t) should 
. l, J 
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best approximate the experimental data ·in the least-squares sense. The ade-

quacy of this approximatiorr may then be; assessed in relation to experimental 

error, perhaps formally with statistical :tests such as the chi-squared test. 
I 

Applied to twp compartmentalization hypptheses, this method yields a com-

parison between them. The decisiveness of the comparison depends strongly 

on the number of measurements available relative to the numbers of substances 

and compartments involved. In particular, preliminary analysis indicates 

that· the data of Moses and Lonberg -Holm are insufficient for a decisive com

parison of a single -compartment hypothesis for their experiment with the 

four -compartment hypothesis of Fig. 5. The analysis was not completed due 

to the doubtfulness of the steady-state conditions maintained in the experiment,. 

as explained in the last part of the Moses and Lonberg-Holm paper. 

If neither system is in a steady state, then an excessive amount of 

data is required for one to determine a best-fitting solution of the differential. 

equations. If, however,. the quantities U. . (t) and consequently R. . ·k n (t) l,J l,J, ,x.. 

may be assumed to vary slowly (as verified by independent experiment), then 

a.· parameterization of the transfer rates .may be attempted, with subsequent 

determination of the constant parameter values as suggested for the steady-

state case. Naturally, the determination of more unknown constants requires 

more experimental data. The decisiveness of such non-steady-state analysis· 

is weakened by its dependence on the possibly arbitrary parameterizatio:p of 

the transfer rates. 

The determination of values Jor the unknown transfer rates most 

compatible with both the measurements and the compa1~tmentalization hypothesis 

in the stated sense does not establish these values as chemically correct; nor is 

the best-fitting hypothesis necessarily metabolically correct. The main effect 

of the analysis described is to limit the range of hypothese~ to be further in.:. 

vestigated. 
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Qualitative Considerations 

Qualitative analysis of the differential equations describing a metabolic 

system and its compartmentalization may also be useful.· Conclusions may be 

reached which contradict otherwise plausible qualitative· statements. For 

instance, consider the system of Fig. 3 under the assumption of a steady 

metabolic state and the hypothesis of a single compartment. The differential 

equations of the system show that if the ratios of activities of the substances 

F, G, and H are to be identical in the two sections indicated, then each 

ratio is a constant, and the rates of conversion or destruction of F, G, and 

H must be equal. (This can easily be demonstrated by equating the derivatives 

. of a ratio in the two sections and invoking the independence of 
1
the initial con-

ditions.) Identification of F with the lactate, G with the alanine, and H 

with the tricarboxylic acid cycle of the Moses and Lonberg -Holm experiment 

implies that F, G, and H do indeed suffer further conversion. It follows 

then that the ratios mentioned may be the same from section to section under 

the hypothesis of a single compartment ~nly if the rates of conversion of lactate, 
! 

of alanine, and of the contents of the tricarboxylic acid cycle are all equal. 

Since such equality is quite unlikely, the ratios are unlikely to be identical iri. 

different sections. Thus in this respect the experimental data are consistent 

with the hypothesis of <:1- single compartment even for the metabolic steady· 

state. 

This work was supported by the 
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